
1. MAKE YOUR LUNCHEON YOUR RALLY 
Raffle off your prize, share stories and spread the message of early detection.

2. BRING YOUR RALLY CONTEST INSIDE 
Have a creative putting contest, golf simulator contest or use one of our quizzes to give away 
the prize, golf balls etc. This can be done at the grill or anywhere - see below for some fun 
golf games!

3. HAVE A Q&A WITH THE PRO OR A GROUP LESSON  
People can submit questions and the prize can be raffled off.

4. PICK AN ALTERNATIVE DAY(S) - TO HOST A RALLY! 
People can play when it’s convenient for them!

Fun, Indoor Golf Game Ideas 

The Shrinking Hole

Cut out 5 circles from paper that measure 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 inches in diameter. Place them at vari-
ous points on the floor. Players start 3 feet away from the 12-inch circle. When they sink five putts 
- the ball comes to rest on the paper - they move onto the 10-inch circle and start from 4 feet away. 
The game continues in this manner, with players putting to the 8-inch circle from 6 feet; to the 
6-inch circle from 8 feet; and to the 4-inch hole from 10 feet. The first player to sink five putts on all 
5 circles wins!

Different Strokes

Use a selection of putters, from a classic putter to a high-tech putter. Turn a glass or cup on it’s 
side to act as the hole and place it about 10 feet away. Players take turns and must sink a putt with 
each putter in the rotation. The first to do so wins!

Be the Ball

A classic scene in the golf movie “Caddyshack” shows the players putting blindfolded and using 
zen-like concentration to “be the ball.” For this game, players stand the same distance from the 
hole/glass. After 4 or 5 practice shots, they are blindfolded. The player whose blindfolded putt 
comes to rest  closest to the hole wins!

Don’t let bad weather ruin your

There are still so many ways to play!
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